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A supermassive binary black-hole candidate SDSS J1430+2303 reported recently motivates us to investigate an imminent binary

of supermassive black holes as potential gravitational wave source, and the radiated gravitational waves at the end of the merger

are shown to be in the band of space-borne detectors. We provide a general analysis on the required detecting sensitivity needed

for probing such type gravitational wave sources and make a full discussion by considering two typically designed configurations

of space-borne antennas. If a source is so close, it is possible to be detected with Taiji pathfinder-plus which is proposed to be an

extension for the planned Taiji pathfinder by just adding an additional satellite to the initial two satellites. The gravitational wave

detection on such kind of source enables us to explore the properties of supermassive black holes and the nature of gravity.
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1 Introduction

So far, a total of 90 gravitational-wave (GW) events have

been announced by the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA (LVK) collab-

oration after the third observing run (O3) [1]. GW astron-

omy has begun to embrace the explosion of scientific out-

puts. The ground-based detectors focus on GW signals in the

high-frequency band, which originate mainly from compact

*Corresponding author (email: wbhan@shao.ac.cn)

stellar objects. Future space-borne detectors such as LISA

(LISA official website: https://www.lisamission.org), Taiji

[2] and Tianqin [3], will observe GWs in the low-frequency

band from 0.1 mHz to 1 Hz. All three detectors are expected

to be launched in the 2030s, opening the window for future

observations of GW sources involving supermassive black

holes (SMBHs).

LISA consists of three satellites orbiting the sun and with

an average inter-satellite separation of 2.5 × 106 km. In the

case of Taiji, the orbital configuration is similar but the inter-
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ferometer arm length is 3 × 106 km. Moreover, the sensing

noise is about 8 pm/
√

Hz and the test-mass force noise is

6 fN/
√

Hz [2]. Due to the periodic motions in orbit around

the Sun, space-based detectors will be able to observe long-

duration GW signals at different positions and orientations.

Supermassive black hole binaries (SMBHBs) are products

of galaxy mergers in the hierarchical universe [4]. Early stud-

ies of SMBHBs always assumed that they had circular orbits

for convenience. It is expected that environmental conditions

such as gas friction and star scattering may reduce the ec-

centricity of the orbit. Therefore, it will make the expected

merger beyond Hubble time. Considering a highly eccentric

trajectory [5-7], the secondary black hole intersects the or-

bital periastron point, where significant energy and angular

momentum are dissipated by GW emission, accelerating the

coalescence. In addition, at the final stage of their orbital evo-

lution, the GW radiation drives the motion of the binary and

produces the strongest siren [8-10] which can be detected by

GW observatories.

In the case of SMBHBs as GW sources, the huge mass will

lead to a GW signal in the low frequency range, around mHz,

therefore, SMBHSs are very important sources for space-

borne detectors. The detection of an SMBHB signal will

be a unique way to test general relativity (GR) and the na-

ture of black holes. Recently, it has been reported that the

Seyfert 1-type galaxy SDSS J1430+2303 hosts an SMBHB

candidate [11] located at a redshift 0.08105 [12] (hereafter,

we will refer to this SMBHB as J1430+2303). The optical

luminosity variations of the galaxy SDSS J1430+2303 were

monitored using the g and r-band light curves of the Zwicky

Transient Facility (ZTF) [13], which exhibit an oscillation

pattern since early 2019. Ref. [11] predicts that the merger

time of J1430+2303 is about three years by fitting the trajec-

tory models with the optical light curves. This could there-

fore be the first observation of an SMBHB coalescence event

in human history. Ref. [14] uses the very long baseline inter-

ferometry (VLBI) imaging method to observe (in late Febru-

ary and early March 2022) J1430+2303 in milliarcsecond-

level high resolution. The imaging highlights the existence of

a very compact component with a temperature above 108 K

and an unresolved morphology with a size smaller than 0.8 pc

in the core of the AGN. Furthermore, it indicates that there

are no radio bursts, which denotes that J1430+2303 has not

yet merged and it does not mention the merger time. Conse-

quently, it is not yet confirmed that J1430+2303 could be an

immanent binary, but it encourages us to consider potential

immanent binaries of supermassive black holes.

Although a GW source such as J1430+2303 is an ideal

source for space-based detectors, if the merger time is ex-

pected to be around 2025, Taiji and LISA will not be able

to detect this event. The expected signal strength for SMB-

HBs such as J1430+2303 suggests that it could still be de-

tected by a low-level interferometer with a sensing noise of a

few hundred pm/
√

Hz and acceleration noise of several hun-

dred fN/
√

Hz. The Taiji project has planned a pathfinder

launch around 2025 with a pair of satellites using a mil-

lion km long arm, with a lower requirement proposed for a

sensing noise of 200 pm/
√

Hz and a test-mass force noise

of 600 fN/
√

Hz [15]. In the meantime, it has been sug-

gested that an additional satellite would be added to the initial

configuration, called Taiji pathfinder plus. We will see that

this Taiji pathfinder plus (hereafter called pathfinder plus-A)

can detect GWs from SMBHBs such as J1430+2303 with a

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of about 10. In addition, the opti-

mum pathfinder configuration should achieve noise levels of

100 pm/
√

Hz and 60 fN/
√

Hz. If this objective is reached,

the proposed Taiji pathfinder plus would attain a much higher

sensitivity. We will refer to this pathfinder plus configuration

as the Taiji pathfinder plus-B. In that case, it will be possible

to detect a GW signal from an SMBHB, such as J1430+2303,

with an SNR sufficiently large to extract the necessary infor-

mation about SMBHBs and to accomplish a series of related

scientific tasks.

In this paper we will discuss the potential to detect the

J1430+2303 type SMBHB through Taiji plus-A and Taiji

plus-B. It should be noted that although J1430+2303 has not

yet been confirmed as an immanent binary, all the calcula-

tions presented in this paper based on the J1430+2303 hold

for all potential imminent merging binary SMBHs, which

will make sense for the scientific goals of the Taiji project.

We will show that the expected SNR is large enough to be

detected by pathfinder plus-A, and thus by pathfinder plus-

B, since the latter has a better sensitivity. In addition, we

will explore in detail the ability to address some key scien-

tific issues related to the J1430+2303 type SMBHBs with

pathfinder plus-B. This paper is organized as follows, in sect.

2, we will discuss the GW signal from J1430+2303 and mea-

sure the key parameters considering a detection for Taiji plus-

A, Taiji plus-B, and the final Taiji pathfinder configuration.

In sect. 3, we will focus on some scientific objectives that

could be investigated using the detection of a GW signal from

J1430+2303. The last section will summarize this work and

discuss the detecting and measuring of the ability of three

kinds of Taiji detectors on this type of source.

2 An imminent merging binary as a GW source

SDSS J1430+2303 consists of a primary SMBH with a mass

of 1.6 × 108M� and a secondary SMBH with a mass of

4 × 107M�, with an inclined and highly eccentric trajectory.

Despite this, we can use a waveform derived for a circular or-
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bit to approximate the expected signal, since the contribution

of the high eccentricity is mainly distributed in the low fre-

quency band which is outside the detection range of the three

types of detectors considered here. Here we use “SEOB-

NRE” [16] model to compute the waveform with eccentric-

ity in the time domain and the “IMRPhenomD” method [17]

which is a frequency-domain phenomenological model for

the GW signal from the inspiral, merger and ringdown (IMR)

of black-hole binaries to get the frequency domain signal ap-

proximate.

Figure 1 shows the waveform for a circular orbit with ec-

centricity e = 0 and for an orbit with high eccentricity, where

e = 0.9. We observe that it is sufficient to approximate the

waveform of J1430+2303 by a circular orbital waveform for

the last stage of the binary BH evolution. We consider here

10 d before the merger, whose corresponding starting fre-

quency is about 10−5 Hz. In Figure 2 [18], we notice that

the GW signal emitted during the final stage of the merger

enters the detection band of Taiji plus-B. In the case of the fi-

nal Taiji configuration, it seems preferable to use a waveform

with a non-zero eccentricity to conduct the analysis, however

for simplicity we will consider a circular orbital waveform

with a starting frequency of 10−6 Hz.

We consider 8 parameters to describe the gravitational

source: the masses of the primary and secondary SMBHs de-

noted by m1 and m2 respectively, the primary SMBH spin χ1,

the polar and azimuthal angles of the source’s angular mo-

mentum in the ecliptic (detector) frame θ and φ (θL and φL)

respectively, and the luminosity distance DL. The conversion

from φL and θL to the polarization phase ψ and the source in-

clination ι are given in eq. (1). The spins of the binary have

not yet been determined. Without loss of generality, we only

consider a non-zero spin for the primary black hole with a

dimensionless spin χ1 = 0.4 (and so χ2 = 0). The source in-

clination ι is 0.3π rad and the polarization phase is ψ = 0.3π

rad.

cos ι = cos θL sin(π/2 − θ)
+ sin θL cos(π/2 − θ) cos(φL − φ), (1a)

tanψ =
cos θL + cos ι sin(π/2 − θ)

cos(π/2 − θ) sin θL sin(φL − φ) . (1b)

For the three different Taiji configurations, due to the un-

certainties on the spins and inclination of the binary, the SNR

values given by eq. (4) vary greatly. For example, the SNR

measured in pathfinder plus-B ranges from 70 to 800. Here,

the parameters we assumed are more conservative, the SNRs

are about 13, 130, and 16000 corresponding to pathfinder

plus-A, pathfinder plus-B, and Taiji. For a signal detected

with an SNR beyond 10, the parameter uncertainties can be

approximated as the square root of the diagonal elements of

the inverse of Γi j, i.e., Δλi ≈
√

(Γ−1)ii. We then use Fisher

information matrix (FIM) method to perform the parameter

estimation. The FIM for a frequency domain GW signal h̃( f )

parameterized by λ is given in ref. [19],

Γi j =

〈
∂h̃
∂λi
| ∂h̃
∂λ j

〉
(2)

with

〈
h̃1|h̃2

〉
= 2Re

∫ ∞
0

h̃∗1( f )h̃2 + h̃1( f )h̃∗2( f )

S n( f )
d f , (3)

SNR2 = 4Re

∫ ∞
0

h̃( f )h̃∗( f )

S n( f )
d f , (4)

(d)

1×10-15

1×10-15

Figure 1 (Color online) Time domain GW waveform for a null eccentricity

e = 0 in orange, and for e = 0.9 in blue. The (2, 2) mode refers to the strain

mode with l = m = 2.

f (Hz)

( 
  
  
  
  
  
)

H
z

Figure 2 (Color online) The PSDs and the equivalent for source ampli-

tudes
√

S n( f ) = 2
√

f |h̃( f )| [18]. The blue line is the amplitude equivalent of

the inspiral-merger-ringdown frequency-domain signal, the ringdown signal

corresponds to the orange line. The three other curves correspond to the PSD

for pathfinder plus-A, pathfinder plus-B, and Taiji.
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where h̃( f ) is the frequency-domain waveform, S n( f ) is the

noise power spectral density (PSD) of the detector, λ is the

waveform parameter, and S n is the noise PSD of the detector.

The results are presented in Table 1. We notice that the lu-

minosity distance DL can be well measured by the pathfinder

plus-B with an error of about Δλi/λi = 5%. We also com-

pute the probability distribution L(λ) ∝ e−
1
2
Γi jΔλiΔλ j [19, 20]

for pathfinder plus-B. The results are shown in Figure 3.

Table 1 Parameter estimation of the source. The results for Taiji are listed just as reference

Δm1/m1 Δm2/m2 Δχ1/χ1 ΔDL/DL Δθ/θ Δφ/φ ΔθL/θL ΔφL/φL

Pathfinder plus-A 6.5 × 10−2 5 × 10−2 1.5 × 10−1 5 × 10−1 5 × 10−1 5 × 10−1 2 × 10−1 2 × 10−1

Pathfinder plus-B 6 × 10−3 5 × 10−3 1 × 10−2 5 × 10−2 5 × 10−2 5 × 10−2 2 × 10−2 1.5 × 10−2

Taiji 6 × 10−5 4.5 × 10−5 1 × 10−4 1.5 × 10−4 6 × 10−5 6 × 10−5 2 × 10−5 2 × 10−5
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Figure 3 The probability distribution of parameters m1, m2, χ1, DL, θ, φ, θL, φL of the SMBHB observed by pathfinder plus-B.
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3 Key scientific goals with an imminant merging
SMBHB

In the final stage of the evolution of J1430+2303, this

SMBHB will emit strong GW radiation. Although the signal

is concentrated in a lower frequency band due to the enor-

mous mass of the source, the expected signal amplitude is

high enough to allow a detection by Taiji pathfinder plus-A,

and the more sensitive detectors: Taiji pathfinder plus-B and

the final configuration of Taiji. By studying the signal, we

can derive a rich set of physical information. The discussion

of potential science by J1430+2303 is divided into seven sub-

sections below. In this part we will use the geometric units

G = c = 1.

Subsection “Standard siren” briefly introduces the Hub-

ble law and discusses the possibility of testing using

J1430+2303.

In GR, a Kerr BH is fully characterized by only two pa-

rameters: mass and spin. The ringdown signal from the

merger remnant is described by the mass and the spin. There-

fore, detecting this signal is a way to test the nature of black

holes. We discuss the possibility of detecting such a signal

using pathfinder plus-A and pathfinder plus-B in subsection

“Ringdown”.

Subsection “GW echoes” focuses on exotic compact ob-

jects (ECOs), which are expected to produce a GW signal

echo. The detection of echoes will provide the first evi-

dence of the existence of ECOs and allow us to explore new

physics. We show that Taiji pathfinder plus-B will be able to

detect such a signal or place constraints on the existence of

ECOs in the absence of a detection.

The next subsection, “Black hole area”, discusses how

pathfinder plus-B can be used to test Hawking’s area theo-

rem (or the second law of BH mechanics) with J1430+2303.

Subsection “Gravitational recoil” is dedicated to the

gravitational recoil, caused by the anisotropic emission of

gravitational radiation. We investigate the possibility of

using Taiji pathfinder plus-B to detect this astrophysical

phenomenon.

In subsection “GW dispersion”, we compute the disper-

sion of the GW signal of J1430+2303. Based on a detection,

we study the ability of the three types of detectors to place

a constraint on the λg parameter which can be used to test

GR.

Finally, the last subsection “ppE and polarization tests”

presents how the accuracy of ppE parameters and polariza-

tions can be estimated with the detection of J1430+2303 us-

ing Taiji plus-B and the final configuration of Taiji.

Note that Taiji may not catch this source on time, the re-

sults for Taiji are just listed as references.

3.1 Standard siren

The strength of the GW signal is proportional to the source

distance. Generally, because the detected frequency of the

GW signal is one after the red-shift, the mass and distance we

measured are also red-shifted. Consequently the signal does

not provide a direct measure of the redshift z, but a measure

of the luminosity distance DL.

In the low redshift range, the redshift z and the luminosity

distance DL satisfy the Hubble law:

vH = H0DL, (5)

where H0 is the Hubble constant and vH is the receding ve-

locity. The red-shift z and the receding velocity vH satisfy the

relation z = vH/c. Therefore, a limit on the Hubble constant

H0 can be derived by measuring the receding velocity vH and

the luminosity distance DL.

We know the host galaxy of the SMBHB, J1430+2303, so

we have access to a measure of the redshift. We show in Ta-

ble 1 that both detectors Taiji plus-B and the final Taiji con-

figuration can accurately determine the luminosity distance

DL. Thus we can obtain a measure of the Hubble constant.

If we compare the measurement of the luminosity distance

DL by ground-based detectors, space-based detectors have a

great advantage, namely the much longer duration of the tar-

get signal and a long orbit around the sun to estimate DL at

different angles. This will greatly improve the measurement

of DL. The relative error on the DL measurement for the third

observing run (O3) [21] is about 30%. For pathfinder plus-

A, the relative error would be around 50%; but for pathfinder

plus-B, the relative error will reduce to only 5%. Hence,

pathfinder plus-B has the ability to precisely measure the

Hubble constant with ΔH0 ≈ 3 km s−1 Mpc−1 in the case

of a signal detection from the J1430+2303 source. As a ref-

erence, the final Taiji will give ΔH0 ≈ 1×10−2 km s−1 Mpc−1.

3.2 Ringdown

The part of the GW signal related to the oscillations of a

single remnant BH is known as the “ringdown” phase, as

the perturbed BH rings like a bell. From the no hair the-

orem, we know that a Kerr BH is fully described by only

its mass and spin. The ringdown signal can be expressed as

a superposition of quasi-normal modes (QNM) with a com-

plex frequency, where the real part represents the oscillation

frequency and the imaginary part gives the inverse damping

time of the mode [22, 23]. In GR, the oscillation frequency

and the damping time are completely determined by the mass

and spin of the remnant BH. The measurement of QNMs can

be used for studying strong gravity, characterizing the rem-

nant BH, and testing GR [22, 24-27].
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We have no information on the spin of the initial BHs, we

set the dimensionless spin of the primary SMBH to χ1 = 0.4

and no spin for the second BH (χ2 = 0). We calculate the

final mass Mf and the final spin χf of the remnant BH using

the fitting formulas given in ref. [28].

Figure 4 [29] shows the time domain IMR and ringdown

waveforms which are generated with “SEOBNRv4” method.

Figure 2 presents the PSD. We use here the simplest way to

obtain the ringdown signal, by truncating the IMR signal at

the time tpeak of maximum amplitude.

As we can notice from Table 2, the ringdown signal can be

detected with high SNR, thus the final mass and spin of the

remnant can be measured accurately and the no-hair theorem

will be tested at a precise level. To quantify the accuracy

with which the parameters χf and Mf can be measured, we

use the FIM method to perform parameter estimation. The

results are presented in Table 3 for the three configurations

of the Taiji detector. In addition, the probability distributions

L(λ) ∝ e−
1
2
Γi jΔλiΔλ j [19, 20] for pathfinder plus-B are shown

in Figure 5. The final mass and spin precision measurement

in O3 are around 10−2 [21].

3.3 GW echoes

For BHs in GR, there is a natural boundary condition that

(d)

1×10-15

Figure 4 (Color online) The IMR (in blue) and ringdown (in orange) wave-

forms for J1430+2303. The ringdown waveform is obtained by cutting the

IMR waveform at tpeak. The difference of time, Δt, between tpeak and tmerger

is a time difference between the Teukolsky (2, 2) mode amplitude peak and

the EOB orbital frequency peak [29].

Table 2 The SNR of the ringdown signal

Pathfinder plus-A Pathfinder plus-B Taiji

SNR 6 62 5800

Table 3 Parameter estimation for χf and Mf

Pathfinder plus-B Taiji

ΔMf/Mf 8 × 10−4 9 × 10−6

Δχf/χf 5 × 10−3 6 × 10−5

f (     ) 1×108 f

f

Figure 5 Probability distributions for the final mass Mf for the final spin

χf of the SMBHB observed by pathfinder plus-B.

requires only pure ingoing waves at the BH surface due to the

horizon property. Refs. [30, 31] indicated that the equations

of state of exotic matter, phase transitions or quantum gravity

allow the existence of ECOs such as boson stars, fluid stars,

gravastars, bubbles, fuzzy balls, superspinars, etc. These ob-

jects are as compact as BHs but have no horizon. Because

astrophysical processes are usually insensitive to the space-

time geometry near the horizon, highly compact ECOs be-

have very similarly to BHs. GW echoes are produced by the

reflection of GW waves between the near horizon membrane

barrier and the angular momentum barrier. The delay time

Δtecho between each echo is given by the travel time of the

signal between these two barriers.

For a Kerr black hole, Δtecho is

Δtecho =2 ×
∫ rmax

r++Δr

r2 + a2M2

r2 − 2Mr + a2M2
dr

=2rmax − 2r+ − 2Δr + 2
r2
+ + a2M2

r+ − r−
ln
( rmax − r+
Δr

)

− 2
r2− + a2M2

r+ − r−
ln
( rmax − r−
r+ − r−Δr

)
, (6)

where M and a are the final mass Mf and final spin χf,

r± = M(1± √1 − a2), Δr is the coordinate distance of surface

(or membrane) and would-be horizon and rmax is the peak po-

sition of the angular momentum barrier which is given by the

root of a polynomial equation, eq. (2.18) in ref. [32].

The membrane lies outside the horizon, at a Planck proper

distance [33-35] given by

∫ r++Δr

r+

√
grrdr|θ=0 ∼ lp ≈ 1.62 × 10−33 cm. (7)
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The radial location of the membrane is then given by

Δr|θ=0 =

√
1 − a2l2p

4M(1 +
√

1 − a2)
. (8)

Here we used a sample time-domain echo templateMTE,I(t)
[36] with five free parameters A, γ, t0, techo and Δtecho given

by

MTE,I(t) ≡ A
∞∑

n=0

(−1)n+1γn

×MT,I(t + tmerger − techo − nΔtecho, t0), (9a)

MT,I(t) ≡ Θ(t, t0)MI(t)

≡ 1

2

{
1+tanh

[
1

2
ωI(t)(t−tmerger−t0)

]}
MI(t), (9b)

where A is the overall amplitude of the echo template, γ is the

damping factor between successive echoes, tmerger is the time

of the merger, techo is the time of the first echo, and the free

parameter t0 ∈ [−0.1, 0]Δtecho is used to cut the last part of

the original waveform to produce the echo waveform,MT,I(t)
is a smooth activation of the GW template, ωI(t) denotes the

angular frequency evolution of the frequency-domain wave-

form as a function of time, and MI(t) is the IMR waveform

which is generated by the “SEOBNRv4” approximant. The

smooth activation Θ(t, t0) essentially selects the ringdown

signal, which is the part of the waveform that one might ex-

pect to see in echo signal.

The free parameter Δtecho = 10.15652 days (d) is com-

puted using eq. (6) and we set the four remaining free pa-

rameters at γ = 0.9, A = 0.124, t0/Δtecho = −0.1 and

(techo − tmerger)/Δtecho = 1 considering the best fit values of

ref. [36]. Here, Figures 6 and 7 show the time-domain wave-

form and PSD. Table 4 shows the SNRs measured for the

first echo using different values of γ. The GW echo signal is

strong enough to be detected by pathfinder plus-B and Taiji.

In addition, we use the FIM method to estimate the damp-

ing factor between successive echoes, γ. The results are pre-

sented in Table 5, we found that pathfinder plus-B and Taiji

could measure the damping factor, γ, with respectively a rel-

ative error of 10−2 and 10−4 order.

3.4 Black hole area

Hawking area theorem [37] tells us that the total horizon area

of classical BHs cannot decrease over time. According to

this, the combined horizon area of the two progenitor BHs

must not exceed that of the remnant. Thus, by computing the

area of the two BHs before the merger and the remnant area,

we can test this theorem.

The horizon area, A, of a Kerr BH with mass m and spin

χ is given by [38]

(d)

1×10-15

Figure 6 (Color online) Time-domain waveform and the first three

of the resulting echoes. The echo waveform parameters are choosen to

be: Δtecho = 10.15652 d, γ = 0.9, A = 0.124, t0/Δtecho = −0.1 and

(techo − tmerger)/Δtecho = 1.

f (Hz)

( 
  
  
  
  
 )

H
z

Figure 7 (Color online) The PSD, where equivalent for source ampli-

tude
√

S n( f ) is computed by the Fourier transformation of the waveform in

Figure 6.

Table 4 First echo SNR for different values of γ

Pathfinder plus-B Taiji

γ = 0.6 11 1289

γ = 0.9 16 1935

Table 5 Parameter estimation for γ using the first and second echo GW

signal

Pathfinder plus-B Taiji

Δγ/γ 6 × 10−2 5 × 10−4

A(m, χ) = 8πm2

(
1 +

√
1 − χ2

)
. (10)

From eq. (10), we notice that to measure the BH area A we

need to estimate precisely two parameters: the mass and the

spin, before and after the merger. Assuming that we have

no preliminary information on the spin of these two SMBHs,

we consider that χ1 varies from 0 to 0.98 and we set the spin

of the secondary BH, χ2, equal to zero. The area A0 of the

two progenitor BHs is 8πm2
1
(1 +

√
1 − χ1

2) + 16πm2
2
, and

the remnant BH area is 8πm2
f
(1+
√

1 − χf
2). Here, mf , χf are
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the remnant mass and spin respectively, which can be derived

from the fitting formula given in refs. [39, 40].

Figure 8 shows the variation of the BH area as a function

of the spin χ1. The orange line represents the area, Af, of the

remnant based on the current theoretical prediction for mf

and χf , which obeys to the Hawking’s area theorem. Due to

the high precision of mass and spin measurements of the two

components (10−3 and 10−2 respectively by pathfinder plus-

B from Table 1) and the final BH (10−4 and 10−3 respectively

from Table 3), we can test Hawking’s area theorem very ac-

curately comparing to the current result by Advanced LIGO

[38].

3.5 Gravitational recoil

The emission of gravitational radiation drives the orbital evo-

lution of BHBs towards an eventual merger. By conservation

of momentum, there is a recoil or kick velocity vk [41] of the

final remnant. The velocity vk can have a value between 170

[42] and 5000 km/s [43-45]. Recently, ref. [46] shows evi-

dence for large kick velocities around 1500 km/s or at least

700 km/s (one-sided limit).

If the direction of the kick velocity is not perpendicular

to the line of sight, the gravitational recoil will appear as a

gradually increasing GW Doppler shift during the final cy-

cles and the merger. Actually, it can be equivalent to rescale

the binary’s total mass M in the phase evolution from M to

M(1 + vk · n̂), where the unit vector n̂ denotes the direction

of the line of sight from the observer to the source. We also

call this shift the Doppler mass shift. Here, we only consider

the non-relativistic case.

The GW frequency f has always the dimensionless form

M f in the binary dynamics, where M is the total mass of the

source. This indicates that the frequency shift and the total

mass M are degenerate. The Doppler mass shift produced

by gravitational recoil is different from the usual frequency

shift, such an effect gradually accumulates during the last

orbits and the merger, while the cosmological redshift will

affect the whole GW signal. Therefore, we expect to detect

this effect separately.

Here we adopt a flexible model for the kick velocity profile

and expand d
dt vk(t) which is given by [41]

d

dt
vk(t) = Vk · n

∑
n αnφn(t)∫ ∞

−∞
∑

n αnφn(t)dt
, (11a)

φn(t) =
1

σ

√
2nn!
√
π

exp
(
− (t − tc)2

2σ2

)
Hn

( t − tc
σ

)
, (11b)

where Hn are the Hermite polynomials, tc is the time of coa-

lescence, σ gives the duration of the recoil and the αn weighs

the various components so that the φn(t) constitute a complete

basis in order to model all possible kick velocity profiles. We

set σ/M = 10 and α1/α0 = 0 (only one component, αn = 0

when n ≥ 1) to construct the kick model. Figure 9 presents

the kick velocity profile model for vK(t).
Figure 10 illustrates the difference between the waveform

considering or not a gravitational recoil. We fixed the kick

velocity at vk(t) = +0.2c and the duration of gravitational

recoil at σ = 20M. The value of the kick velocity is deliber-

ately chosen very high to clearly illustrate the difference.

A0

Af

A
 (

m
2
)

1×1024

Figure 8 (Color online) A0 represents the sum of the intial two BH areas

before the merger (in blue) and Af is the remnant BH area (in orange). The

BH area increases after the merger, as stated by the Hawking’s area theorem.

Figure 9 (Color online) Kick velocity profile vk(t) for a duration time

σ = 20M and α1/α0 = 0.

(d)

1×10-15

(2
, 
2
) 

m
o
d
e

Figure 10 (Color online) Time-domain GW waveforms. The blue line rep-

resents the waveform in the absence of a gravitational recoil, and the orange

line shows the waveform with a kick velocity vk(t) = +0.2c.
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For the following estimation of vk, we set the waveform

parameters to m1 = 1.6 × 108M�, m2 = 4 × 107M�, χ1 = 0.4

for the mass, the inclination is ι = 0.3π rad and the lumi-

nosity distance is DL = 370.7 Mpc. For the model part, the

kick velocity is given by vk = +2 × 10−4c ≈ 60 km/s, the

gravitational recoil duration is chosen to be σ = 20M, and

α1/α0 = 0.

In order to estimate the detectability of vk, we need to com-

pute the match between the standard waveform and the wave-

form predicted in presence of a gravitational recoil,

match = max
[ 〈h1|h2〉√〈h1|h1〉 〈h2|h2〉

]
, (12)

where the “max” stands for the maximum match given by

optimizating over a time shift.

As presented in ref. [47], we set 0.995 as the criterion

value, and consider that if the match is smaller than 0.995

we can distinguish the two waveforms. Our analysis found

that for a detection using the sensitivity of Taiji pathfinder

plus-B, if the kick velocity is vk � 900 km/s this criterion is

satisfied, and we can clearly discern the gravitational recoil

in the signal.

3.6 GW dispersion

The major difference between GR and some modified gravity

theories lies in the dispersion relation. In GR, the rest mass

of gravitons mg must be equal to zero, while this is not neces-

sarily the case in other theories. This affects the Lorentz in-

variance relation which could deviate from it expected value

in such case. There are some methods to test Lorentz in-

variance, including GW observations [48] and methods that

are independent of the choice of cosmological models [49].

For example, a Lorentz-violating graviton dispersion relation

could have the following form [48]:

E2 = p2c2 + m2
gc4 + Apαcα, (13)

where mg is the mass of the graviton, α andA are the Lorentz-

violating parameters that characterize the differences be-

tween GR and modified gravity theories. These two param-

eters are specific to each theorie, where we note that A has

a dimension of [energy]2−α. The dispersion waveform in the

frequency domain can be generalized as:

h̃( f ) = Ã( f )eiΨ( f ) (14)

with

Ψ( f ) = ΨGR( f ) + δΨ( f ), (15)

where the dephasing δΨ( f ) is caused by the propagation ef-

fects. Considering the case α � 1 (general case) or α = 1

(special case), the dephasing is different such that

δΨ( f ) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
−βu−1 − ζα�1uα−1, α � 1,

−βu−1 − ζα=1ln(u), α = 1,
(16)

with the parameters

β ≡ π2D0M
λ2

g(1 + Z)
, (17a)

ζα�1 ≡ π2−α

1 − α
Dα
λ2−α
A

M1−α

(1 + Z)1−α , (17b)

ζα=1 =
πD1

λA
, (17c)

where the distance, Dα, is defined by

Dα ≡
(
1 + Z

a0

)1−α ∫ ta

te
a(t)1−αdt, (18)

where M = (m1m2)3/5/(m1 + m2)1/5 is the chirp mass, Z is

the cosmological redshift, λg is the graviton Compton wave-

length, and λA is a parameter which is defined in eq. (13) of

ref. [48].

In addition, in the dark energy-matter dominated universe,

Dα and DL are determined by the following equations:

Dα =
(
1 + Z

H0

)1−α ∫ Z

0

(1 + z′)α−2dz′√
ΩM(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ

, (19a)

DL =
1 + Z

H0

∫ Z

0

dz′√
ΩM(1 + z′)3 + ΩΛ

, (19b)

where H0 is the Hubble parameter and ΩM and ΩΛ are the

matter and dark energy density parameters today. Here, we

set DL = 370.7 Mpc.

To quantify the difference between the waveform pre-

dicted by GR and other gravity theories, we use eq. (12) to

derive the maximum match between these two waveforms.

As in the previous section, we set the criterion value to

0.995. Figure 11 shows the match between the GR wave-

form and the dispersion waveform for different values of the

(km)

P

P

1×1016

M
a
tc

h

Figure 11 (Color online) Match values between GR and dispersive wave-

forms in function of λg. The blue line, orange dotted-line and green line

respectively correspond to the case of a detection by pathfinder plus-A,

pathfinder plus-B and Taiji.
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graviton Compton wavelength λg. In the case of a detection

of the J1430+2303 source by pathfinder plus-A or pathfinder

plus-B, we can constrain λg to at least 1.1× 1016 km. For the

final configuration of Taiji, expected to be much more sen-

sitive, we found a value of 2.5 × 1016 km. These results are

again significantly better than the one obtained using the O3

data which is about 9.7 × 1013 km [21] (the constrain on mg

is about 1.27 × 10−23 eV/c2).

3.7 ppE and polarization tests

In GR, there are two GW polarizations: h+, and h× modes.

However, alternative gravity theories can yield to the pre-

diction of up to six GW polarizations, where the four extra

modes are denoted by hx, hy, hb, and hL. Searching for these

four additional polarizations is an important test of GR. The

parameterized post-Einsteinian (ppE) framework [50, 51] is

a model-independent framework. The basic idea behind is to

introduce generic parameters in the amplitude and phase that

catch non-Einsteinian effects.

The signal observed by GW detectors is obtained by pro-

jecting h× and h+ onto the detector’s antenna pattern. The

response signal in the time-domain is

hGR(t) = F+h+ + F×h×, (20)

where F+ and F× are the detector antenna pattern functions

for the two usual polarizations

F+ =
1 + cos2 θ

2
cos 2φ cos 2ψ − cos θ sin 2φ sin 2ψ, (21a)

F× =
1 + cos2 θ

2
cos 2φ sin 2ψ + cos θ sin 2φ cos 2ψ. (21b)

The ppE waveform in the frequency domain can be written

as:

h̃( f ) = h̃GR( f )[1 + α′ua′]eiβ′μb′
, (22)

where u ≡ (πM f ) and (α′, a′, β′, b′) are the ppE parame-

ters used to introduce changes in the amplitude and phase.

Here, the superscript ′ is used for distinguishing the follow-

ing parameters α, β, and b, which have coefficient differences

defined in ref. [52].

The model-independent ppE framework with all six possi-

ble polarization modes is given by [52]

h̃ppE = h̃GR(1 + cβub+5
2 )e2iβub

2

+ [αbFb sin2 ι + αLFL sin2 ι + αxFx sin 2ι + αyFy sin ι]

× M
2

DL
u−7/2

2
e−iΨ(2)GR

e2iβub
2 , (23)

whereM is the chirp mass, u2 ≡ (πM f )1/3, β, and b are the

free ppE parameters, and c is a coefficient which depends on

b, defined below. The parameters (αb, αL, αx, αy) correspond

to the breathing, longitudinal, and x, y vector polarization

modes, (Fb, FL, Fx, Fy) are the detector antenna pattern func-

tions corresponding to each extra polarization mode. Here, c
takes in account the conservative and dissipative corrections

in equation of ref. [52].

c = −16

15

b(3 − b)(b2 + 7b + 4)

b2 + 8b + 9
, (24)

Fx = − sin θ cos θ cos 2φ sinψ + sin 2φ cosψ, (25a)

Fy = − sin θ cos θ cos 2φ cosψ − sin 2φ sinψ, (25b)

Fb = −1

2
cos 2φ sin2 θ, (25c)

FL =
1

2
cos 2φ sin2 θ. (25d)

We consider 14 parameters which are the primary and sec-

ondary SMBH masses (m1 and m2), the primary SMBH spin

χ1, the luminosity distance DL, the polar and azimuthal an-

gles of the source’s angular momentum in the ecliptic (detec-

tor) frame θ, φ (θL, φL), and the six ppE parameters: β, b, αb,

αL, αx, αy. We fix β = 0.01, b = −3, αb; αL; αx; αy = 0

in the FIM calculations, where b = −3 corresponds to the

massive graviton theory [53-59] and pick the β = 0.01 as the

bounded result of b = −3 in ref. [51]. Table 6 shows the re-

sult of FIM calculations for Δλi. For Taiji pathfinder plus-B,

our analysis indicates that we can measure very accurately

the ppE parameters with Δβ at 10−3 order, Δb at 10−1, and

Δαb;ΔαL;Δαx;Δαy at 10−3 order. As a reference, the limits

of the final Taiji will be further improved by about 2 orders.

4 Discussion and conclusions

Using GWs as standard sirens, pathfinder plus-B could mea-

sure the luminosity distance DL with an error just a few per-

cent. The final Taiji configuration will improve this result by

two orders. Detecting the ringdown signal of J1430+2303

merger with pathfinder plus-B, allow us to the measure the

final mass and spin with sufficient accuracy to be able to

provide a very precise test on the nature of the black hole.

Considering the remnant BH, if the horizon is replaced by

a hard surface, we found that pathfinder plus-B can detect

GW echo signal. The J1430+2303 type SMBHB merger of-

fers a unique chance to study the nature of extremely com-

pact objects. In addition such a detection by pathfinder plus-

B can be used to test Hawking’s area theorem more accu-

rately than the present result from the LVK collaboration.

We also established that we might be able to distinguish a

signal in a presence of a gravitational recoil if the kick veloc-

ity is vk � 900 km/s. Additionally, we were also interested

to understand the benefit of such a detection to test the rela-

tion of dispersion in GR or in other modified gravity theories.
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Table 6 Parameter estimation of ppE parameters. The results for Taiji are listed just as references

Δβ Δb Δαb ΔαL Δαx Δαy

Pathfinder plus-B 7 × 10−3 5 × 10−1 5 × 10−3 5 × 10−3 2 × 10−3 4 × 10−3

Taiji 2 × 10−5 1 × 10−3 7 × 10−5 7 × 10−5 3 × 10−5 6 × 10−5

We found that we can improve the constrain on the graviton

Compton wavelength λg by at least 2 orders of magnitude

compared to the best result achieved by ground-based detec-

tors. Finally, considering the ppE framework we determined

that pathfinder plus-B is able to constrain the existence of

extra polarizations. These results will be enhanced by con-

sidering the final configuration of Taiji.

The GW signal emitted by J1430+2303 is strong enough

to be directly detected by Taiji pathfinder plus-A. By im-

proving the noise level to 100 pm/
√

Hz and 60 fN/
√

Hz and

building Taiji pathfinder plus-B, we will produce rich scien-

tific results. The merger time is estimated to be about three

years with uncertainties. This is just on the edge of the Taiji

pathfinder schedule.

Therefore, it is very beneficial to add an additional satellite

to build Taiji pathfinder plus-A, and even more to increase

the sensitivity to reach the Taiji pathfinder plus-B configu-

ration. If an imminent merger of SMBHB can be detected

at time by Taiji pathfinder plus-B, it will be the first detec-

tion of GWs produced by a binary of SMBHs. In addition,

we showed that Taiji pathfinder plus-B project is expected to

yield many scientific results, such as more accurate estima-

tion of GW source parameters, tests on the nature of BHs and

gravity theory [60, 61]. The results will be greatly improved

in comparison with the currents results obtained by the LVK

collaboration. Our analyses are based on the J1430+2303

source, and although there is an uncertainty in the time of the

merger, all our results are relevant and generalizable to simi-

lar SMBHs when these detectors have reached their optimal

performance.
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